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Elections are one of the primary instruments of 
democracy and one of the biggest exercises in de-
mocracy occurs with elections to the European 
Parliament at which over 375 million citizens are 
eligible to participate. These elections offer an un-
precedented opportunity to study the functioning 
of electoral democracy in general and the func-
tioning of European democracy in particular. Sci-
entific evaluations of electoral processes at the EU 
level have been hampered until now by the lack 
of co-ordination in the collection of empirical in-
formation on which such evaluations are based. 
Under the auspices of the EU funded infrastruc-
ture design study “Providing an Infrastructure for 
Research on Electoral Democracy in the European 
Union” (PIREDEU), it has been possible to pro-
duce data of the type that is required to allow re-
searchers to address fundamental questions about 
the representative, accountability and legitimacy 
functions of electoral processes. 

The PIREDEU project has demonstrated both the 
technical feasibility and scientific impact of such 
a data collection effort. A feasibility study involv-
ing 27 countries and conducted at the time of the 
2009 elections to the European Parliament, PIRE-
DEU coordinated the collection of five empirical 
data sets. Data were gathered on the attitudes and 
behaviour of some 27,000 EU citizens, campaign 
strategies and issues agendas for 1,350 European 
Parliamentary candidates, issue priorities and po-
sitions in 200 party manifestos, campaign news 
coverage in 140 media outlets and contextual indi-
cators about the political and economic systems of 
all 27 EU member countries.

Scientific Impact 
More than 1006 users have accessed the data on 
the PIREDEU website. There are currently 22 pub-

lished papers and 54 working papers that use the 
PIREDEU data. In many cases, the publications 
and papers use more than one of the empirical 
data sets. 

Technical Feasibility
Common coding categories for the separate study 
components facilitate linking the different data 
components of the study together.

Permanent Infrastructure 
In order to ensure continued monitoring of elec-
toral democracy in the EU, there is an urgent need 
for the establishment of an infrastructure for Eu-
ropean electoral research endowed with stable 
funding and capable of compiling, linking, dis-
seminating, and presenting data in a coordinated 
and professional fashion. 

INTRODUCTION: THE EUROPEAN UNION AND 
ELECTORAL DEMOCRACY

Logo, 2009 European Elections
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European Election Studies

The European Election Studies are about electoral 
participation and voting behaviour in European 
Parliament elections. They are also concerned with 
the  evolution  of  the political  community  in  the  
EU  and  the  development  of  a European  public  
sphere,  with  citizens’   perceptions   of   and pref-
erences about the EU political regime, and with 
their evaluations of EU political performance.

The project of European Election Study was start-
ed in 1979 by a trans-national group of electoral 
researchers and Europeanists some of whom are 
still involved. Between 1979 and 2004, six elec-
tion studies were prepared and five of these stud-
ies were realized with the collection of data dur-
ing the period around the election. The only year 
when a large-scale survey was not conducted was 
1985. In 2004 some of the activities of the EES 
were supported by CONNEX, a network of excel-
lence funded by the European Commission under 
the 6th framework programme. 

The design study PIREDEU under the 7th frame-
work programme greatly increased the scope of 
the 2009 election study in a collaborative frame-
work that greatly increased the number and na-
tional diversity of researchers involved.

History of the European Election Studies:

•	European	Election	Studies	have	been	con-
ducted since 1979.

•	EES	have	delivered	data	on	public	opinion	
attitudes and behaviour, as well as elite mes-
sages (party manifestos), campaigning and is-
sue agendas of candidates, media news content.

•	EES	incorporated	the	most	essential	infor-
mation required for the scrutiny and moni-
toring of any relevant aspects to the EU elec-
toral process.

•	EES	provided	the	basis	for	creating	a	per-
manent infrastructure for conducting re-
search into electoral democracy in the EU, 
becoming more than a simple data collec-
tion effort.

•	All	European	Election	Studies,	except	for	the	
1984 EES, have included a post-election voter 
survey. Other surveys, e.g. candidate survey, 
have been conducted as was found possible.

•	Until	2009,	European	Election	Studies	re-
mained ad hoc without the infrastructural 
support that would facilitate cross-national 
and over-time comparisons of the data.

2009 European Election Study & the  
PIREDEU Project – Designing an infra-
structure for collection, archiving 
and dissemination of integrated elec-
toral research data

This study aimed at designing an infrastructure for 
research into citizenship, political participation, 
and electoral democracy in the EU. The proposed 
infrastructure consists of a comprehensive empiri-
cal database which will endow our user commu-
nity with the most essential information required 
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to conduct a regular ‘audit’ that would monitor/ 
scrutinise all relevant aspects of the electoral pro-
cess in the European Union. The infrastructure 
also constitutes an organizational network that is 
able to co-ordinate different data collection activi-
ties, so that an integrated database can be created. 
This database has been so designed as to be acces-
sible not only to academic researchers but also to 
politicians, political parties, journalists, commer-
cial interests, and even members of civil society.

This project brought together a large network of 
scholars interested in attitudes, preferences, cogni-
tions and behaviours of the main actors involved 
in processes of electoral participation: voters, 
parties, politicians and the media. In contrast to 
previous studies that had been unable to produce 
fully integrated data from the separate research 
projects involved, mainly because of the lack of 
any formal organisational network to coordinate 
the activities of the different research projects, the 
PIREDEU project set out to design an integrated 
database encompassing not only voter surveys, but 
also candidate surveys, media studies, and collec-
tions of public record data (including party mani-
festos) pertaining to the conduct and outcome of 
the European Parliament elections which are the 
primary objects of our interest and concern. For 
members of the academic community, the result-
ing prototype database has created unprecedent-
ed opportunities for cross-national research on 
electoral representation and behaviour, the role 
of the media, the emergence and transformation 
of party systems, and democratisation. It has en-
hanced the attractiveness of Europe as an object 
of study and as an environment for comparative 
social science research. It also holds the potential, 
for other stakeholders, of opening a window onto 
processes of electoral democracy that have hith-
erto remained academic and obscure.

Why is an Infrastructure Needed?

Some may question why such an extensive effort at 
data collection, integration and harmonization is 
needed. Elections are crucial instruments of popu-
lar control, elite accountability, and representation; 
therefore, the quality of democratic governance 
depends to a large extent on electoral processes. 
At the EU level, democratic rules and procedures 
are not yet so well established as in most of the EU 
member states, and the institutions of multi-level 
governance undergo frequent reforms. ‘Auditing’ 
the quality of the electoral process at the EU-level 
is therefore essential. The conduct of such ‘audits’ 
at national level already constitute an established 
practice in countries such as the US, Canada and 
Australia, as well as in some European countries 
such as the Netherlands, the UK, Italy, Ireland, 
and Norway. Their aim is to assess the processes 
of electoral democracy, detecting challenges to the 
quality of these processes.

In order to ‘audit’ the democratic process at Eu-
ropean level, the relationships between the behav-
iours of the three main actors involved need to be 
investigated: the parties and their candidates for 
electoral office, the mass media, and the electorate. 
Due to the ephemeral character of human mem-
ory, relevant survey data need to be collected at 

	  

“The 2009 European 
Election study 
(EES) is one of the 
most comprehensive, 
rigorous and relevant 
data collection 
projects for students 
of public opinion, 
party competition 

and media reporting in Europe. The 
fact that the EES combines data on 
voters, parties and the media allows 
researchers to make inferences about 
the way in which the political and 
media context moderates the stances 
and behavior of voters and parties 
on a variety of topics, most notably 
European integration.” 

-Professor Catherine de Vries,  
Oxford University
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the time of elections to the European Parliament. 
The content of news media outlets also needs to be 
monitored while an election is in progress or the 
information will be lost. Furthermore, data that is 
ostensibly part of the public record, relating to the 
programmatic promises of political parties and to 
the numerical outcomes of European Parliament 
elections at the national and regional levels, have 
in the past proved hard to amass once the election 
was over.

The data collected as part of an infrastructure of 
this kind needs to be compiled in such a way as to 
permit not only linkages between all the elements 
of the infrastructure but also with other data re-
lating to electoral democracy – e.g. public records 
of European Parliament debates, European legis-
lative outputs, data collected by other mass and 
elite surveys at the national and European levels. 
Procedures we developed for linking the data held 
in the infrastructure itself do, as far as possible, 
permit these additional linkages to be made and, 
above all, permit the infrastructure to be extended 
to incorporate data collected at the time of future 
European Parliament elections. As far as possible 
these procedures also permit the integration of 
whatever data may exist that was collected at the 
time of past EP elections.

Added Value of the Infrastructure:  
Enhancing Value of Electoral Data

The added value of the proposed infrastructure is 
that it is designed to permit access to data about 
EP elections in an integrated fashion, thus comple-
menting a number of existing cross-country com-
parative data collections, none of which is well-
suited to audit the behaviour of the main actors 
involved in European elections. It is innovative in 
that it will provide an integrated database where 
data on attitudes and behaviours of voters are 

linked to data about parties and their candidates, 
the media stories that actors are exposed to, and 
the political and economic context in which all 
these actors operate. Linking and integrating data 
in this way is highly complex: no cross-country 
comparative study has yet created an integrated 
dataset of this magnitude even for a single election 
– much less for a series of elections. 

In order to create an integrated infrastructure, it 
was necessary to develop and implement a con-
ceptual map that allowed comparison of key 
concepts of the study of electoral democracy 
(e.g.partisanship, political knowledge, issues, en-
gagement and mobilisation) measured across the 
different data components (party manifestoes, 
media content, voter survey and candidate sur-
vey). This conceptual map was based on a review 
of components of past election studies conducted 
since the first European Election Study in 1979 
and permitted the establishment of measurement 
instruments in each component that would be as 
close as possible to those in each of the other com-
ponents.  

One of the main objectives of the infrastructure 
was to establish common coding categories for the 
separate study components in order to facilitate 
links between them. This was ensured through the 
use of several different levels of linking variables 
across the candidate, voter, manifesto and media 
data. Where appropriate we employed standard-
ized, universal codes that are recognized across 
sectors and disciplines. This approach used by the 
PIREDEU pilot project opened new possibilities 
for conducting electoral research in a user-friendly 
manner. The linkages across the different compo-
nents of the 2009 European Election Study allow 
users to make use of multiple surveys with very 
little data processing and ‘tailor’ the data to their 
specific research questions and interests.

“PIREDEU data offer a collection of highly-standardized measures of in-
dividual characteristics that convey a unique potential to observe cross-
context variation of individual attitudes and of their effect on people’s 
preferences. This, matched with the amount of precious information at the 
party, media and contextual level, offers a tremendous opportunity to in-
vestigate innovative research questions in the European context.” 
-Federico Vegetti, PhD Candidate, Political Science, former ELECDEM Early Stage  
Researcher, University of Mannheim
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In addition, guidelines were developed concern-
ing issues of sampling (especially for the voter 
and candidate surveys), tendering, questionnaire 
wording and instruments (e.g. measuring vari-
ables like education) and translation. These rep-
resent the state of the art in cross-cultural, multi-
country survey research projects.

Realising the Added Value

The added value that was visualized at the com-
mencement of the 2009 European Election Study 
was to overcome limitations in the availability, 
quality and utility of earlier data and at the same 
time provide user-friendly access to new data on 
EP elections. The innovations employed in this 
study at all stages, from the open consultation with 
our user communities to the thoroughness and 
clarity of the conceptual map and from the inte-
gration of different data collections to the facilities 
for adding additional databases, lie at the core of 
the scientific added value that this study offers not 
only to its users but to advancement of our under-
standing of electoral processes and of the quality 
of democracy in Europe. But even more impor-
tantly, added value is inherent in the potential new 
avenues for research that this study has opened.

The research papers presented at the PIREDEU 
User Conference in Brussels (November 18-19, 
2010) illustrate how the added value of the infra-
structure can be realized. More than half (58%) of 
the research papers explicitly linked two or more 

datasets. Moreover, about one in four attempted a 
link between three, four or five datasets, whereas a 
further one out of four authors experimented with 
linking PIREDEU to external data - either publicly 
available or collected by the author. 

This last statistic, identifying where researchers 
went beyond PIREDEU data, is particularly impor-
tant in pointing to the need to see an infrastruc-
ture for research on electoral democracy in the 
European Union as calling for more than just data 
about European Parliament elections. If a quarter 
of all papers found it necessary to go beyond the 
data provided by the 2009 EES, this points to a read-
ily understandable limitation in any infrastructure 
that focuses only on elections to the European Par-
liament. Democracy in Europe is not only or even 
mainly about European Parliament elections. It is 
about all elections at whatever level. A permanent 
infrastructure needs to be seen as involving nation-
al as well as European Parliament elections. 

Two years after the PIREDEU User Conference, 
these numbers have further increased. The figure 
below illustrates the percentages of research pa-
pers, both published and working or conference 
papers, using one or more PIREDEU datasets. 
From the 76 conference, working and published 
papers, nearly half use the Voter Survey data. 
Furthermore, more than one in three uses two or 
more datasets. Among papers published in aca-
demic journals or as book chapters, virtually half 
use two or more PIREDEU datasets.
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Scientific Impact of PIREDEU and the 
2009 European Election Study

The new-look 2009 European Election Study is 
an essential database for all those interested in 
electoral democracy in Europe and certainly not 
only social scientists engaged in comparative and 
evaluative research on the European electoral pro-
cess. Since the launch of the 2009 European Elec-
tion Study website www.piredeu.eu in early 2009, 
it has become a vital hub for anyone interested in 
the various aspects related to the 2009 European 
Parliament Elections. The website has over 1,000 
registered users and the user community is still 
growing strongly with new members registering 
regularly. For example, over 240 new members 
registered their interest between January 2012 and 
the end of that year, when responsibility for dis-
seminating the data was transferred to GESIS, the 
German social science archive..

The registered users of the 2009 European Elec-
tion Study website also come from a diverse set 
of countries, truly highlighting the global appeal 
of the data collection exercise that took place. As 
of July 2012, the website hosted registered users 
from 43 different countries. Of those registered at 
the end of 2012, more than 800 users come from 

83%	  

13%	  

2%	   2%	  

Registered	  PIREDEU	  data	  users	  (total	  1006	  users)	  

Europe	  (including	  Russia	  and	  Turkey)	   USA	   Canada	   Other	  countries	  

“The major 
advantage of the 
PIREDEU survey 

is that it spans 
both the ‘older’ 

and the ‘new’ 
member states 

of the European 
Union, which allows the researchers 
to undertake a direct comparison of 
electoral behaviour and pattern of 
representation across established 
democracies of Western Europe and 
consolidating democracies of East 

Central Europe. My research results 
based on the PIREDEU data inform the 
research community and policymakers 

about challenges to political 
representation across East and West.”

-Agnieszka Walczak, Associate Analyst at 
RAND Europe, former ELECDEM Early Stage 
Researcher, PhD Political Science, 2012, 

University of Amsterdam. Thesis: ‘Is Left/
Right Still the ‘Super Glue’? The Role of 

Left/Right Ideology and Issues in Electoral 
Politics in Western and East Central Europe’
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the European Union member-countries, 150 us-
ers come from the United States of America and 
almost 20 from Canada. Users also hail from Aus-
tralia, Croatia, Georgia, India, Israel Japan, Nor-
way, Russian Federation, South Korea, Turkey, 
among others.
The scientific impact of PIREDEU and the 2009 
EES data was first demonstrated at the final user 
conference that aimed at bringing together the 
scholars leading the teams comprising the PIRE-
DEU project and the users who had been employ-
ing PIREDEU data in their research. At the same 
time, it was an opportunity to showcase the ad-
vances of our infrastructure platform and demon-
strate (a) how we had constructively employed our 
user feedback to improve the quality of our data 
and our designs and (b) the potentials offered to 
researchers from different scientific user commu-
nities as well as to those interested in the audit of 
electoral democracy in Europe. The success of the 
conference lay in (a) attracting conference par-
ticipants from the broader user community, some 
of whom had already participated in the kick-off 
conference in Florence three years earlier, and (b) 
showcasing some 40 research papers that had em-
ployed the PIREDEU data.

The extent of interest in the 2009 European Elec-
tion Study and the data that the PIREDEU project 
collected is also manifested in the widespread dis-
semination of the datasets and their associated doc-
umentation. Since the first data files were uploaded 
to www.piredeu.eu in April 2010, almost 9,000 sep-
arate downloads have taken place via internet con-
nections to the website. These include over 2,500 

separate downloads of individual datasets. The most 
popular component of the 2009 European Election 
Study has proved to be the Voter Survey with over 
1,100 downloads up-to-date, while the Media Study 
has been obtained over 400 times.

Research Findings & Scientific Impact

The scientific added value to our user communi-
ties can be evaluated in many ways. Certainly, the 
total of 855 downloads that our final user con-
ference papers counted in one month (5 Nov – 9 
Dec 2010) and the 907 downloads of our different 
datasets, questionnaires and other accompanying 
documentation in the same period clearly attests 
to the high scientific value of this research project. 

“I have used the survey and media 
data from the PIREDEU project in 
a number of research endeavors. 
PIREDEU provides a clean and clear 
source of cross-sectional data 
that allows us to develop and test 
new models of political behavior 
in the European Union.”

-Nicholas J. Clark, PhD 2012 Indiana 
University, Thesis: ‘Understanding 
Regional and Global Politics: The 
Public’s Political Knowledge of the 
European Union’

“Being located outside Europe, 
access to the PIREDEU data was 

essential in allowing me to pursue 
an EU-wide dissertation without 
extensive additional funding. 
Moreover, the opportunity to 

present the first analyses at the 
PIREDEU conference introduced me to 
the network of scholars concerned 

with similar issues, while the 
feedback received at the conference 
only sharped my overall argument.”

-Magda Giurcanu, PhD 2012 University 
of Florida, Thesis: ‘European Union 
Politicization and the Democratic 
Deficit: Why European Parliament 

Elections Matter’
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One additional finding that reflects well on the 
broader scientific added value, was the evaluation 
or auditing of electoral democracy in Europe. An 
important percentage (65.2%) of conference pa-
pers were concerned with the main factors that 
have been identified in past research as lying at the 
roots of the problems of European electoral de-
mocracy. These papers dealt with issues of elector-
al engagement, information and representation. 

The papers presented are accessible through: www.
piredeu.eu/public/FConf2010.asp.

Research Findings
The 2009 EES produced 4 linked data sets, provid-
ing new possibilities for scientific research. Prior 
to 2004 there had already been a long string of 
studies focusing on relation between voters of the 
EU member states and the European Parliament 
elections. Some of the classic foci of this research 
were the type of issues in the campaigns, the rela-
tion of European level elections to national issues, 
the profiles of the candidates, and a wider inter-
est in participation and mobilization of the citi-
zens of Europe. Nonetheless, key deficiencies in 
this research involved gaps in understanding the 
broader interplay among voters on one hand, and, 
on the other hand, candidates, party platforms and 
manifestos, the media as information sources on 
electoral issues and the contextual background in 
each member state. 

As highlighted earlier, the final PIREDEU user 
conference showcased high value scientific re-
search that employed data from the 2009 EES 
already in 2010. Since then, research in electoral 
democracy that makes use of the 2009 EES has 
grown from strength to strength. 

The figure below illustrates one of the many pos-
sible ways to use the Voter Survey data. It shows 
different levels of trust in the institutions of the 
EU between Eurozone and non-Euro countries. 
The figure suggests that far more citizens of Euro-
zone countries trust the EU institutions compared 
to citizens in non-Eurozone countries: More than 
half (51.05%) of citizens of Eurozone countries say 
they agree or strongly agree with the statement 
‘You trust the institutions of the European Union’ 
whereas only 38.27% of non-Eurozone citizens 
say so.  Furthermore, only one in five respondents 
from Eurozone countries has no opinion about the 
trustworthiness of the EU institutions as opposed 
to one in four respondents in the non-Eurozone 
countries.

Data collected as part of the 2009 EES offer insight 
into the existence of a common European public 
sphere, but also on the impact that national and 
European developments have on party choices, 
political communication at the media level, and 
the behaviour and attitude of national and Euro-
pean political elites and candidates. Finally, the 
refined and restructured survey questionnaires 
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have given us much information on national ver-
sus ideological motivations of political behaviour, 
on mass awareness and politicization of EU pro-
cesses, and on aspects of democratization in the 
EU decision-making processes. 

Examples of the types of questions listed above are 
to be found in the research output prepared for a 
special symposium in the scientific journal Elector-
al Studies.1  The articles in this special symposium 
examine in a comprehensive and rigorous fashion 
the state of electoral democracy in the European 
Union today, focusing on an in-depth analysis of 
the most recent 2009 elections to the European 
Parliament. Theoretically, the papers in the spe-
cial issue critically review and contribute to ex-
isting theories of voting behaviour, second-order  
elections and responsible party government in 
multi-level systems of government. By appearing 
in this way in a high-profile peer-reviewed scien-
tific journal only a year after the first preliminary 
data release, they demonstrate the importance to 
our scientific community of the data produced in 
the infrastructure pilot study and hence of an in-
frastructure if established. 

Future of European Election Study

There is an urgent need to establish an infra-
structure for European electoral research en-
dowed with stable funding and capable of com-
piling, linking, disseminating, and presenting 
data in a co-ordinated and professional fashion. 
Our project has designed a new infrastructure 
encompassing the different types of data neces-

sary for investigating and describing the state of 
electoral democracy in the European Union. Its 
prototype already contains data on the attitudes 
of voters, the behaviour of political parties and 
their candidates, the outcomes of elections, 
and the contents of mass media reports. These 
diverse data sets have been prepared so as to 
make it possible for them to be presented to the 
public in a way that is accessible not only to the 
academic community, but also to other stake-
holders, such as journalists, policy-makers, and 
members of civil society. 

Recommendations for establishing a 
permanent infrastructure

Based on the outcome of the design study, our 
recommendation is to establish a permanent in-
frastructure for Electoral research in Europe. 
Such a permanent infrastructure will constitute 
a data repository for social scientists who will 
employ it to monitor national and European par-
liamentary elections. It will be continuously up-
dated with data collected at the time of future Eu-
ropean Parliament and national elections. Such a 
repository will fulfill long-term strategic needs of 
stakeholders, permitting continuing research into 
the nature and evolution of electoral democracy 
in Europe and regular ‘audits’ of the adequacy of 
representation processes in ensuring accountabil-
ity of European policymakers, legitimating public 
policies, and enhancing public understanding of 
European democratic political processes. 
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Future Plans: A Consortium for Elec-
toral Research in Europe (CERES)

Looking towards the future of European Elec-
tion Studies, and recognising the scientific added 
value of the PIREDEU project for studying elec-
tions in Europe, leading scholars and institutions 
in the field of electoral research have collaborated 
in founding a Consortium of Electoral Research 
in Europe (CERES).

The ultimate goal of this Consortium is the estab-
lishment of a permanent infrastructure for elec-
toral research in Europe. The PIREDEU project 
has established clearly that an infrastructure to 
study electoral democracy in Europe cannot fo-
cus on European Parliament elections alone, but 
needs to address the electoral process in Europe 
at all its different levels and facets. With this in 
mind, CERES was established as the way forward 
to ensure that high quality data are available for 
researchers and practitioners from all communi-
ties. CERES will constitute the academic founda-
tions for an infrastructure for depositing, access-
ing, processing and adding value to election and 
public opinion data that is efficient, reliable and 
adheres to international standards.

With the development of an infrastructure in 
mind, in the post-PIREDEU era we are attempt-
ing to acquire funding to extend the scientific 
value of the data-base in three main directions: 
first, incorporating the data already provided by 
studies of past EP elections (1979-2004); second, 
linking these data to other studies (for example 

to studies of Members of the European Parlia-
ment); and third, adding supplementary data 
collected at the time of future elections to the 
European Parliament.

Concluding Notes

For more information on the European Election 
Studies visit: www.ees-homepage.net

For more information on the 2009 European Elec-
tion Study visit: www.piredeu.eu

For questions or comments please send us an 
email at piredeu@eui.eu.

PIREDEU makes data and documents available 
for analysis carried out in academic research and 
teaching. The user should cite the use of all Eu-
ropean Election Study data. As a condition of 
use, we ask that the following citation be used: 
EES (2009), European Parliament Election Study 
2009, [Voter Study and/or Candidate Study, and/
or Media Study, and/or Euromanifesto Study and/
or Contextual Data], Release, DD/MM/2010, 
(www.piredeu.eu).  The citation of the data should 
always be accompanied by a citation of  appropri-
ate the codebook(s).

Data are available for download at GESIS:  
http://www.gesis.org/index.php?id=2784

Endnote
1. Special Symposium: Electoral Democracy in the 
European Union. Edited by Sara B. Hobolt and 
Mark N. Franklin. Electoral Studies Volume 30, 
Issue 1, Pages 1-246 (March 2011).
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